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Computers
in Oil
1967-1987

by Donald C. Holmes

The petroleum industry, a leader in automation since
the early days of process control instrumentation, has
made extensive use of computers in most areas of operation as well as in accounting. There can no longer
be any real question of the cost effectiveness of computers when they are reasonably applied. Nevertheless,
great opportunities remain for using the computer
imaginatively as a tool for operations control and general management. The challenge of the next round of
development will be to fit computers and their supporting softwear systems for use in radical new ways,
aimed at "getting more mileage" from technical and
management people. There is a real need in the petroleum industry to conserve and to use more effectively
the already available brainpower resources. This is
the promise of tomorrow's "people-oriented-computer"
systems that will inevitably replace today's "computeroriented-people".
To bring these bright possibilities closer to reality
there is great need for organized basic research into
the possibilities and economics of interaction in on-line
manager/computer systems.
Much also remains to be done in oil, as in other
industries, to reconcile the data processing needs of
operating management with those of financial management. Producing the variety of summary forms
needed to serve the needs of both was out of the question with manual methods, because of the sheer cost,
complexity, and volume of computations required. It
still is not feasible, because today's accounting systems produce "boom" work-load peaks so large, relative to average load, that it is not practical for any
reasonably-sized system to absorb the more or less
continual summarization schedules needed by operating managers. The on-line real-time computer system
of the future offers the only true hope of continuous
accounting to level the work peaks and establish a
unified management information system capable of
serving all needs well.
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Although computer hardware-software technology is
nearing a useful state of development, the essential
meeting of the minds and cross fertilization of ideologies between Engineer, Operating Manager, Accountant and Auditor has not yet taken place. The intention
of this article is to point out some of the problems the
computer is already solving for the petroleum industry
in 1) exploration, production, and transport of crude
oil 2) refinery design and management; and 3) product
distribution. The article also considers problems of
current systems and takes a look at systems of the
future and how they may serve the industry.
No short summary can do full justice to the varied
accomplishments of "computer-oriented-people" in the
oil business. While each company has its own special
strengths and weaknesses, the industry as a whole has
made extensive, varied, and extremely productive use
of the first and second generation computer systems.
The following examples will give some idea of the
range and complexity of current applications and also
some idea of the major problems remaining.
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EXPLORATION, PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORT
OF CRUDE OIL

for drilling mud that will minimize the cost of drilling
later production wells.

In finding, recovering, and transporting crude oil, the
following uses of the computer have been outstanding:

* Field Development

* Geological and Geophysical

Mapping

The calculation and mapping of the Earth's surface
features and of slight variations or "anomalies" in gravitational and magnetic field at the surface assists in the
choice of likely locations for more detailed seismic
analysis.
* Seismic

Interpretation

The calculation and study of shock wave reflection
patterns in the earth's near surface structures permits
construction of estimated cross sectional profiles to
indicate the location of folds and faults where oil is
likely to be found. These indications are the basis for
choice of sites for drilling exploratory wells. Explosive
charges are detonated in various groupings at selected
distances from the surface and the shock waves produced are recorded by "geophones" placed in various
geometric arrays over the surrounding surface.
*Well Log

Interpretation

When one or more test wells have been drilled, more
detailed analysis and identification of the structural
layers can be based on microscopic examination of
rock cores recovered in the drilling, on measurements
of porosity, electrical conductivity, neutron absorption
and the like as a function of depth in the well. Computations involved are statistical counting of microfossils
and correlation of physical properties with the known
characteristics of similar deposits in other fields. Such
T-tudies, initially in one hole and later in a number of
holes strategically placed over a field, help to define
the three dimensional boundaries and the magnitude
of the useful deposit. Extremely complex mathematical
treatments of the differential equations representing
multi-phase flow in irregular regions of porous media
lead to determination of the best techniques for recovery of the oil contained.
*Well Drilling Control
Data on hardness and thickness of the rock layers
to be penetrated, obtained from exploratory and early
producing wells, are fed into mathematical programming models to predict the type of drill to be used, the
speed and loading of its rotation, and the pumping rate
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Optimization

Mathematical programming models are now used to
determine in advance the best number and location
of wells and the best removal rates and secondary
recovery treatments (water injection, flushing of the
"sand" with light hydrocarbon solvents etc.) that will
result in maximum profit over the full life of the field.
Initial approximations are refined as production history
accumulates.
* Property Acquisition

Studies

Bids for property acquisition must be made on the
basis of very fragmentary and incomplete knowledge
of the fields potential and problems and of future price
trends. These factors of risk are weighted with the
effect of the time value of money in order to develop
the range of prices within which bidding will maximize
chances of winning the property while insuring a probable profit of sufficient magnitude to warrant the risk.
*On-Line Well Testing and Transfer Gauging
Daily management of individual wells, from checking
their production performance to accounting for the
amount of oil produced and the royalty payments due,
currently comes under the control of specialized on-line
computers. Future well operations will be unattended
for the most part; the computer will call in the repair
crews when individual wells need special attention.
* Pipeline Operation and Accounting
Oil collected from myriads of wells is now transported by highly automated pipelines over at least part
of its route to the refinery. Remotely controlled and
unattended pumping stations move it on its way. In the
larger common-carrier pipelines, computers operate
the valves that control entry into the line of successive
"slugs" of different crudes and that divert the mixture
to storage at the proper delivery points. The engineering
design of the pipelines is highly dependent on computers. Sizing of peripheral tankage and determination
of basic operating policies is sometimes assisted by
digital computer simulation of the proposed physical
system under a variety of probable operating conditions.
REFINERY DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
* Refinery

Optimization

The design and operating control problems of modern
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refineries are extensively treated by computer methods.
Refinery technology consists of a variety of physical
separation and chemical conversion steps which can be
combined in different ways to produce a variety of
product blending stocks from many available crudes.
But the price of flexibility, as always, is the necessity
to choose among a bewildering variety of alternate
operating patterns. Only a few can be examined in
detail, by case study methods, even with the assistance
of today's computers. As a result, heavy emphasis has
been placed on formal mathematical optimization
methods.
But modern mathematical technique is not really
"up to" the job. Detailed representation of a refinery's
processing flexibility requires extensive handling of
non-linear effects; but the model of an indiviaual refinery under one seasonal demand pattern becomes so
large, when handled in full detail, that critical multiseasonal and inter-refinery effects must be largely neglected. Also the cost of solving such models essentially
prohibits their use for frequent minor revisions of the
plan. On the other hand, rough representation of the
refinery in linearized models permits study of seasonal
and multi-refinery problems and gives a daily operating
tool; but it does this at the risk of erroneus results
from an oversimplified representation of the process.
For these reasons, refinery optimization and overall
process design is today more art than science, more
mystique than rule book. Yet the substantial amounts
of money that could be saved by relatively small improvements in refinery cost efficiency virtually guarantees that money will be spent on further development,
and that further progress will be made; better machines,
retrained minds, and more sophisticated methods will
be applied as they become available.
*On-Line Process Control
On-line control of processing equipment has now
been applied to a variety of individual operating units
within refineries. Some of the major companies are considering or installing supervisory control computers to
coordinate the work of several individual computercontrolled process units. Some tank farms are completely automated and the computers can now sense
directly all the data needed to compute material balances over the whole refinery and all its units.
* Continuous On-Line Blending and Blending
Optimization
Though not a computer application, per se, continuSEPTEMBER, 1967

ous on-line blending of primary refinery stocks is an
accomplished reality and replaces traditional tank
blending, testing, and adjustment practices, at least for
large volume staple products such as motor fuel. The
blending of specialty products like lubricant oils and
greases is still largely by batches, however, because
of the variety of formulations, the relatively small volumes involved, and the complex interplay of blender
scheduling with inventory management of package
products. Joint study of inventory reordering and specialty manufacturing adds a dimension of complexity
to the usual techniques in both areas, creating an opportunity for a profitable computer application that is beginning to be explored and exploited. Whether to ship
from stock or blend to order, and, if blending to order,
wnether to blend and how to package additional stock
for the warehouse can be a complex decision to make.
Manual systems must adopt manageable rules of thumb
which, it is now clear, can be substantially improved
upon by computerized combinations of mathematics
and common sense.
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
Computers have been widely applied by the oil industry in the designing of distribution systems but generally on a traditional case study basis. In such work
the right arm of an analyst is much extended by computer assistance; the number of cases covered in a
large study has increased astronomically, in recent
years. The payoff is usually clear in that the final result
is substantially better than cases chosen at the beginning of a study project. Relatively little progress has
been made in mathematically optimizing overall refinery/distribution systems because full treatment of the
refinery "nodes" and the distribution "nets" are each
beyond present limits of definitive treatment by computer. The methods and the machines are evolving, and
improved versions of both are needed. It will be perhaps
10-20 years before we will reach any degree of overall
effectiveness in this area. In the meantime the analyst
chooses cases by intuition, studies the results, and
chooses new cases until a consensus to go no further is
reached. The more that new computer access systems
improve the sequential intuition-building process, the
better will be the designs attained.
Individual suboptimizations have been achieved in a
number of areas. Warehouse location studies by computer are fairly common and on-line freight rate checking and route choice is coming into wider use as the
19

necessary mass storage capability in computers becomes more available and lower in unit price. Mathematical models are regularly used in sizing and financing
pipelines and tanker fleets and in analyzing bids for government supply contracts.
Automated wholesale terminals are now of proven
technical feasibility. Here the trucker identifies himself
and his customer by card-in-the-slot techniques. He
dials type and quantity of materials to load. Then he
connects the loading nozzles himself, loads, and drives
away with a computer prepared shipping manifest. Back
at the office, the loading and other data are automatically posted in the accounts for periodic consolidated
billing and statistical analysis. The terminals operate
virtually without attendance on a 24-hour, 7-day week
basis. Customers like the full-time availability of products; it reduces the risk of tight inventory control practices. Truckers like the reduced costs obtained by the
round-the-clock utilization of their equipment. Oil suppliers like the increased business and increased utilization of terminal equipment.
* Problems of Current Systems in the Oil Industry
Except for the specialized on-line process control
computers and a few dedicated on-line computers in
distribution terminals and the producing fields, virtually
all oil industry applications are handled by computer
systems operating in the batch mode. Most of these
systems are "justified" on accounting applications, or
must at least give accounting applications high priority
at periodic "closing" periods. In the long run it is probable that the value returned per dollar spent is much
higher for technical and operations management than
for custodial accounting. Yet, operating management
cannot accept the computer as tool until it can be made
continuously available.
The reasons for the disproportionate influence of accounting on computer uses are fairly clear: financial
executives traditionally have had a well-justified responsibility for custody over corporate funds; substantial
volumes of corporate funds can be lost in a poorly
managed computer venture; prompt delivery of accounting results is needed by custodial management and is
getting more and more impossible as the complexity
of the oil industry grows. Accounting reports, though
usually very imperfect inputs for guidance of operating
management's control decisions, remain the performance criteria on which operating management is judged.
How and how much better to make the accounting
20

results look next time is another problem on which a
veritable army of technical people of all levels are constantly at work, in parallel with the official accounting
system. Too often the right decision is a hard one to
accept because it will make the accounts temporarily
look worse.
Accounting-oriented management of computer development has frequently failed to recognize and prepare
for the radically different reporting systems needed to
serve operating management and to judge performance
fairly. A number of large companies are now recognizing this and establishing data processing divisions separate from all the categories of line and accounting
management. These divisions report to very high management levels. The hope and objective is to provide
an interblending of skills and an understanding of all
sides of the complex accounting/technical problem in
a climate that resolves the traditional conflicts of interest. Some progress is being made toward this objective. It is very difficult, however, for people who have
emerged from the training filters on opposite sides of
the traditional organization to take the broader viewpoints needed. It may require a new generation of people trained in a new broadly based school to solve the
problem.
In the meantime, professional consultants offer the
services of imaginative people who have been unwilling
to be narrowed by the traditional conditioning process.
They also offer people who have experience in other
related and unrelated industries. Both of these types
can provide a broadening influence for integrated data
processing management. The firm of Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart, in particular, has developed a unique
approach to accounting methods. Known as profitability
accounting, it is the first successful effort to reconcile
operating and accounting needs with objective planning and performance appraisal.
FUTURE SYSTEMS POSSIBILITIES
Three important points are beginning to be clarified
and appreciated by management in the oil industry and
elsewhere.
First, the real payoff of computer systems will be in
truly integrated operating management of a company's
total resources, physical, human, and financial. This
cannot be done with today's systems because day to
day operating management simply cannot afford to rely
on computers that are not continuously available. And
it properly demands an operations oriented accounting
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system to guide it to the most profitable decisions.
Second, the reason today's systems are not continuously available is the accounting peak load problem.
The real causes of accounting work-load peaks are
batch oriented systems that, in the name of (probably
false) economy, put off data entry, validation, and summarization to the last minute.
Third, the "intangible" losses of technical creativity,
that result from any appreciable delay in the return of
computer results to operations and management analysts, generate a very real and substantial cost in the
under-utilization of available manpower. A case can be
made, in fact, that systems with average job turnaround
times of as low as two hours (exceptionally good in
today's practice) result in a waste of computer resources; when forced to run blind, the analyst with an
important deadline typically runs many more cases than
would be needed if he were able to feel his way, step
by step, with the computer's instant assistance at each
step.
Design of the computer systems of the future must
take full account of these factors if future systems are
to have maximum effect in improving petroleum management's understanding insight, and control. The hardware is available and the basic software is coming. But
arduous research and systems analysis remain to be
done to adapt them to truly integrated management
needs. This work is only beginning; the need for much
of it is only now being recognized.
On-Line Real-Time. The Key to Future Success
The general shape of things to come will be, indeed
must be, On-Line Real-Time. Only in this way can the
accounting workload be leveled so that a computer
system of reasonable size can be made continuously
available to management analysts of all types at the
time of their real needs.
The term "On-Line Real-Time" is here intended to
mean "as fast as the man needs it and as much as he
can use to advantage." Not every manager needs instant access to the last detail or the last minute's operating results. Top managers, in particular, should probably not concern themselves with "yesterday's sales of
nuts and bolts in Tuscaloosa." But they do need evaluation, within a few minutes, of the probable effect of a
suggested policy revision on projected future profits.
Thus they do need to have the computer controlled display screens on their desks (or in their conference
rooms). But their use of these devices must be specialSEPTEMBER, 1967

ized to their real functions in the organization. The need
for instant access to data is greatest at a much lower
level: that of the men who "turn the valves" which correct today's operations. These are the ones that need
the kind of computer access systems that have been
frequently—and erroneously—proposed for top managers.
It should be plain that the justification and design of
on-line real-time systems, that qualify in the light of this
definition, bring us face to face with the many unknown
facets of the general problem of effective human interaction with computer systems. In the oil industry this is
an almost untouched area for research in computer
system design. No one really knows how much a properly reoriented man could do with a properly reoriented
system if both were available. This, in itself, is not deplorable in the early days of a newly emerging technology. What is truly deplorable is the magnitude of
money the industry is quixotically expending on development of computer systems, with hardly any inquiry at
all into the potentialities and economics of different
systems approaches.
The Peak Load Problem
Why is it that today's accounting systems periodically
overload any reasonably sized computer system? In
almost all existing accounting systems, data is accumulated into substantial batches before entering the processing system. At least the last week's data from a
"thousand and one" sources must then be keypunched,
verified, batch totalled and computer validated before
final summarization can proceed. Inevitably, though,
summary runs at various levels fail, due to obscure
errors that cannot be found in batch totalling and similar early checks. Then, in the middle of a high-pressure
peak in work, when people are most likely to be flustered and prone to make mistakes, the errors must be
found, the sources queried for corrections (or arbitary
corrections made) and the summary runs must be repeated—again and again—until a satisfactory compromise with full accuracy is reached. Meanwhile, management is waiting for the accounting results on which they
will judge or be judged. The inevitable result is that all
available people and machine capacity must be used
to clean up the mess—for hours and sometimes for days
at a time.
All shops size their computers more or less to the
average load, on the hypothesis that the greatest economy comes with a "fully loaded" machine. Any installa21

tion that has enough capacity to serve all comers at
peak accounting periods is a "sitting duck" for suboptimizing economy jags that ignore the overall problem. Consequently such a benign situation rarely persists for long. If nothing else, the work load is allowed
to grow without corresponding increase of capacity until
the peak load norm is approached.
The accounting system of the future must and will
avoid the peak load problem. It will be a continuous system; data will be entered continuously and from the
point where it originates, often by automatic data collection devices. Computer validation tests will be made
immediately, while the facts are hot, to eliminate all
obvious and many subtle errors as they occur. Frequent
summary and balance checking operations will be run
as background operations, in the idle moments every
system has between demands for immediate attention
to more urgent work. These will find the more obscure
errors on a continuous basis. Most of them will be
spotted and corrected long before final summarization
is needed. Corrections will be introduced continuously
under circumstances that permit careful reflection before action. The systems themselves will act as constant
monitors and instructors for all the people involved, reminding and reinstructing them immediately when they
make errors. Final summarization will require little additional central computer time and will interfere only
marginally with on-going management control processing.
When accounting peaks have been leveled, a system
sized for a relatively small increment of capacity over
average work load will have time available continuously
for direct on-line managerial use. Until the accounting
peaks have been removed, though, operating managers
cannot and should not be forced to use central computer systems to the full. They will either be slow to
adopt new methods or will demand systems dedicated
to their use. The latter course is bound to be self defeating. It is a solution custodial management must resist.
Where it is partly or temporarily overridden, the operating manager will still be making-do with a less than
optimally capable system, which will slow his development and acceptance of new tools and methods.
The Challenge of On-Line Access Terminals Types
On-line access to future computers will be effected
through a great variety of terminal types. These can be
classified into two major groups based on their degree
of "conversational" capability.
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Conversational access places greater demands on
the central processor and the systems software because
of its demand for immediate attention whenever any one
or several of a large and varying number of people happen to push a button. It is essential in the phases of processing where intimate communication is needed at a
man's speed of understanding. It will be right for entry
of data on a continuous flow basis and for subsequent
entry of corrections and instructions for processing
control. It will be wrong for entering large masses of
data already in machine-readable form and for returning
voluminous print-outs of machine results such as large
reports and program listings.
Conversational terminals are exemplified today by the
teletypewriter, which is the only one in wide use. Fullfont typewriter units are now available and will find increasing use, especially where quality of output copy is
a requisite. Various sorts of cathode ray tube terminals
are coming into use; their speed and silence will be
great advantages where hard copy is not required and
where many units must be ranged together. They will
be ideal for interrogating, correcting, processing control,
and directing results to various local hard-copy printers
at human speeds.
Relatively high speed terminals will include paper
tape, magnetic tape and card readers with a variety of
printers of various speed capabilities. These will hot
access the computer in a conversational mode, however. Once they have been charged with input files or
with the forms needed for a volume output job, the computer will be alerted, often by a separate conversational
terminal. Data will then flow at greater-than-human or
greater than the conversational terminal speeds can
possibly pace. Such volume-oriented terminal units require much more capable transmission facilities than do
the slow conversational units. They must consequently
be designed for much higher use factors, if they are to be
economical. It would be as immature to use such "jobentry" and "job-output" devices for conversational contacts as to use a teletypewriter to produce volumes of
reports.
A substantial part of the systems designer's job, in
the coming years will be to develop a rational way to
determine the best numbers and locations of the various
types of input-output terminals to be installed in a given
system. To do a good job, this problem must be solved
in the light of total costs of man/machine communication. Many factors that are today considered "intangible" must be put on a reasonably quantitative basis
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and included in the design criteria. Future systems must
be judged in terms of performance as it affects people.
Measures like turnaround time distributions and frequency of occurrence of overload conditions must come
into general use as the truly revealing indices of total
system performance. Target values for these measures
must be determined by experimental study of the total
economics of man/machine performance on a variety
of tasks, under a variety of conditions.
Using Storage Capacity to Full Advantage
The systems of the future will demand very large online storage for an immense variety of information. They
are needed to make all of the information accessible,
without intervention by people not involved in formulation of the problem. Each additional person who must
participate adds substantially to the delay in obtaining
answers. Every increment in delay limits the kinds of
applications that can be entrusted to computer systems.
It really should not matter whether people have been
accustomed to accepting delays in the past; the criteria
should revolve around the cost effectiveness of people
as a function of delay. No one knows where the best
balance lies; but it is very likely that substantial decreases in delay will permit substantial increases in
performance, as people learn how to use short delay
systems effectively.
The net incremental cost of large on-line storage
capacity is not as high, even now, as most people
assume; and it is falling rapidly. The reason it seems
so high is that few people realize the magnitude and
growth rate of today's continuing investment in sparsely
filled magnetic tapes, the space to store them and the
people to handle them. The nature of tape processing
limits our ability to use all the available space on tapes
already purchased. It is doubtful if any general purpose
computer shop achieves over 30% utilization of inservice tape storage capacity; most are probably much
below this level. Mass storage systems offer the possibility of reaching much higher utilization factors. Reliable methods to allocate and reallocate a variety of
files within a mass storage device, to protect security
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of all confidential information, to provide for easy and
reliable retrieval and to motivate people to release
space at the optimal time are still in an embryonic state.
Sound development of this aspect of the technology is
one of the most demanding, difficult and important challenges the oil industry must face.
SUMMARY
Discussion of these systems possibilities and problems in the context of oil industry applications and problems does imply that the problems are limited to the
"oil front." Quite the opposite, these are general problems all industries encounter. And proper solutions will
benefit all classes of users, large and small, scientific
and commercial. Each year it becomes clearer that the
principles of good data processing are universal.
Oil people have tended to remain aloof, to act as if
their problems are special. Consequently they are often
not aware of the progress in other, supposedly unrelated, industries. With the realization that other people
are solving problems of mutual interest can come a
broadened effort to share information and techniques.
To be sure, most oil companies send technical systems
people to interindustry conferences on these topics.
But by and large, managers who should be sensing the
needs and possibilities of the new systems and guiding
the direction and intensity of development efforts, have
kept their heads in the sand. Without sympathy and
understanding and direction on the part of management, the success of technical people in wjnning approval for new research and design investments is
bound to be spotty and more or less uncoordinated.
The crucial problem in developing computer systems
and applications for use in the oil industry is thus the
problem of developing management interest, awareness, understanding and direction. The gap cannot be
bridged by assigning low level experts to study and
propose projects to an indifferent management. Rather,
management must itself understand and become involved with new applications of computer systems to
the functioning of the management process. This is the
true hope for realizing the wonderful possibilities of the
oil industry's future.
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